
Niagara Falls Word around Town



The Niagra Falls and other landmarks Part one

• There are a few Notable 
Locations other than the 
Niagara falls as well as 
other locations and events 
in the area like the Shaw 
festival and Crystal Beach

• Niagara Falls was formed by 
at the end of the ice age 
about 12,000 Years ago, The 
main contributor was 
Erosion.

Niagra Falls is a National 
Landmark, so it brings in 
tourist all over the world to 
see it so in bring in revenue 
to Ontario And Crystal Beach 
Was Crowned the cleanist 
Beach in Canada in 2016 so 
people might also vist as well 
and depending on what season 
it is they could also attend 
the shaw festival to bring 
in additional revenue.



The Niagra Falls 
Climate

• Niagra Falls is a very warm but 
Rainy place, Rarely Having 
Snowfall or having the 
Temperature drop below 15 
degrees 

This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND.

http://jfb57.wordpress.com/2010/07/22/noah
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


Climate Continued

• Because of the mostly 
temperature you will 
commonly see people 
on the beach or 
Visiting Niagara falls 
maybe if a rainy day 
you can see cover in 
the Skylon Tower 
while also get another 
great view of the 
Niagara falls



Vegatation

• Lowbush Blueberry is a Slow growing 
varient of the normal blueberry with 
addvantage of the whole plant being 
ediable. The plant's berries Can be used to 
make wine , while the rest of the plant can 
be used for tea

• Ontario also has a large sulection of Tree 
which could be used for lumber like pine or 
ash.



Environmenntal Issue

First Nations Reserves in the Ontario region have been without water 
for the past 25 and the water they do have looks more like ice tea then 
water even when they do boil it, These issue were brought up by bad 
water purifiers poorly maintain pipes and most in importantly under 
prepared Technicians, the Technicians were barley taught to handle 
these situations one even said "They were taught by a book". This 
problem could be easily fixed by either bringing in experienced 
technicians or teaching them what to do. If the government decided to 
do this problem could easily be fixed last year out of the 143 broken 
water purifiers 87 were fixed with 56 remaining and with better taught 
technicians im sure this problem could be solved by 2022 and they 
would also stay properly maintained.


